
Initiation

Rell Wright

[ Hook: ]
Look, I got million dollar, schemes

And billion dollar, flows
Million dollar, schemes 

And billion dollar-
I got million dollar, schemes 

And billion dollar, flows
I put my heart in this work

Cause that's is all that I know

[ Verse 1: ]
Look, fuck being broke, let's go make a mil' and

Get a bunch of money, stack it to the ceiling
Make a couple moves, til we run the building 

Before we had it all, let's take 'em right back to the beginning
Now I remember the days, when we felt like quitting 

Used to question my drive, didn't have much ambition 
Had to drop out of college, I couldn't pay that tuition 

Now mama fussin' and bitching, think the youngin's is trippin
Boy, I been dreaming of more, a nine to five ain't appealing 

Ain't no time for no lacking, my niggas up tryna get it
Just be wary of snakes, on the hunt for attention 

Cause when they see you rise, they wanna JFK yo position
Now I got shit up on my plate that I'll be damned if I lose
I'm just tryna pave the way, you know inspire the youth
Show 'em if you do believe then one day it'll come true

If I can make it, you can too homie, I'm visual proof
This ain't happen over night, trust me I put the work in

Used to pay like every night that God showed me my purpose 
Guess the pain and all the struggle we went through was all worth it

I told my niggas we'll be rich and now I know that for certain,
Cause I got, yeah, cause I got...

[ Hook: ]
I got million dollar, schemes

And billion dollar, flows
Million dollar, schemes 

And billion dollar-
I got million dollar, schemes 
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And billion dollar, flows
I put my heart in this work

Cause that's is all that I know

Million dollar schemes 
And billion dollar...

[ Interlude: ]
Yeah, I'm inspired by, you know, life

All sorts of things

[ Verse 2: ]
I couldn't settle for the average, I had to make a move

Bills is on the way, and the tent is part due
Competition is growing, and I got shit to prove

I guess you get your best work when you ain't got shit to lose
So I grabbed the pen and started putting this evident

Had to show them niggas exactly what I was up against
Tryna put my face on a stage like David Letterman 

And never will I stop til my wallet look like new testament 
So it's only right, I'm getting back to the doe

Need that money coming in, I'm getting back to the show
Life tarnished, that's my focus but that shit not an option

I'm busy tryna build my name and turn this shit to a profit
Feed the family off the music so they no longer stressed
Put the team on my back so they know that they blessed 

I'm just tryna progress, show them niggas we next
And turn these cash money dreams into reality checks

Cause I got, yeah, cause I got...

[ Interlude: ]
And what happens most of the time, people change

People change around you cause, they start testing you differently cause of, your success

[ Hook: ]
Look, I got million dollar, schemes

And billion dollar, flows
Million dollar, schemes 

And billion dollar-
I got million dollar, schemes 

And billion dollar, flows
I put my heart in this work

Cause that's is all that I know

[ Outro: ]



Rell...
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